MPH SPECIALIZATIONS
Epidemiology Track
The epidemiology track provides rigorous training in the
knowledge and skills for analyzing community health problems,
with emphasis on how to measure and describe the health of
populations.

Health Management and Policy Track
The Health Management and Policy track addresses the rapid
changes occurring in both the private and public sectors of
healthcare.

MD/MPH Dual Degree
Eastern Virginia Medical School offers a five-year MD/MPH dual
degree program for students who have been admitted to the
institution’s MD program. The dual degree program leads to both
the Doctor of Medicine and the Master of Public Health degree in
either of the two specialized tracks.

Graduate Certificates
Core Public Health
Epidemiology
■ Healthcare Management
■ Implementing Change and Achieving High Performance
in the Healthcare Environment
■
■

CONTACT INFORMATION

For more information about our MPH Program:
www.evms.edu/mph
mphinfo@evms.edu
757.446.6120

f

www.facebook.com/evmsmph

MASTER OF
PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAM
EASTERN VIRGINIA MEDICAL SCHOOL
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

Accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH)

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The CEPH-accredited Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS) Master
of Public Health (MPH) degree program focuses on issues affecting
the community: the promotion of wellness, the prevention of disease,
the protection of the environment and the most effective use of
resources to accomplish these goals.
Students may earn an MPH in Epidemiology or Health Management
and Policy with online and evening options allowing for degree
completion within five semesters. Small class sizes, highly accessible
and experienced faculty, and state of the art facilities of a medical
school all make the EVMS MPH program an excellent choice for those
interested in a career in public health. Graduates in our program have
careers with state health departments, Sentara, Children’s Hospital of
The King’s Daughters, CareFirst BCBS, Baylor Scott and White Health,
military and government agencies such as CDC, FDA, and U.S. Navy.

WHY CHOOSE OUR PROGRAM

FLEXIBILITY

COMMUNITY

GLOBAL

RESEARCH

Take online or
in-classroom
evening courses
so you can
complete your
degree within
five semesters.

Go beyond the
classroom to
learn, volunteer
and contribute
to the health
of the
community.

Study abroad
during a
summer course
and gain a
global
perspective on
public health.

Conduct research
in collaboration
with
investigators
at EVMS
and partner
institutions.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The MPH program evaluates applicants using a holistic review process. All
components of an application are reviewed prior to making an admission
decision. Consideration will be given for appropriate work experience in a
health-related field.
Applicants must have the following:
■

An undergraduate degree

■

Minimum GPA of 2.50

■

Official transcripts from all attended colleges & universities

■

Three (3) letters of reference

■

A personal essay

For more information and to apply visit www.evms.edu/mph
Additional Requirements for International Students:
■

■

■

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) - Minimum
scores: Paper 550, Computer 213, iBT 80 OR International English
Language Testing System (IELTS) - Minimum scores: Total 6.5,
Subscores: 6. Use TOEFL Code B886 to have official TOEFL scores
sent to GradCAS
A course by course evaluation of all foreign transcripts showing
GPA calculation on a 4 point scale from a credentialing agency
must be provided, e.g. World Education Services (WES).
International students must abide by all U.S. Immigration laws
throughout their enrollment in the program. This includes, but
is not limited to, qualifying and obtaining a proper visa prior
to attendance. For further information, please contact EVMS
Human Resources at 757.446.6043.

